Instructions for protection and maintenance cleaning of terrazzo
floors and steps:
Is necessary during construction to protect the terrazzo surface from possible damage falling
on the surface of paint, putty, concrete, etc. To do this, close the film and with plywood.
It is recommended to cover the terrazzo with the protective product WETROK-POROSOL before use;
this in turn can be covered with water-based wax WETROK STONER, if the customer so wishes.
The best method for daily maintenance cleaning of stone surfaces with WETROK-STONER covering is
using a cleaning machine. Smaller surfaces can be cleaned with a flat microfiber mop. The daily cleaning is
best done with Wetrok-Duomatic or EasyRider type combined washers. For time-to-time spray
cleaning, use Wetrok-Monodisc HC or UHS type floor treating machine.
1. For daily floor washing:
 10-yleispesu – the washing solution is made by adding 10-25 ml of concentrate to 5 litres of
cool water; the floor is washed with a combined floor washer or a flat mop, no rinsing is
necessary; in order to better preserve the waxed surface, the concentrate should not be
overdosed;
 Stoner – it is recommended to use the Stoner water-based solution instead of 10-yleispesu
on every second or third day or at least once per week; the Stoner solution is made by
adding 10-150 ml of Stoner wax to 5 litres of cool water. In case of highly soiled floors, double
washing gives better results; this means washing the floor first with a 10-yleispesu solution and
then with a Stoner water-based solution;
 Exal 2001 – this helps remove the stuck layer of dirt and grease from the surface, and also
remove oily residues. The washing solution is made by adding 10-25 ml of concentrate to 5
litres of cool water. Washing frequency as necessary. No rinsing necessary. Well suitable for
machine use.
2. Reviving a waxed surface that has become matte due to wear:
 Stoner – make the water-based solution with the ratio of 1:1 of concentrate to water. The
solution is applied to the surface by spraying; thereafter the surface is treated with WetrokMonodisc HS (high speed) or UHS (ultra high speed) machine, using 3M Scotch-Brite white
or pink washing disk. The frequency of shine maintenance depends on the usage intensity of
the surface and the level of protection by entrance mats. The more frequently this is done, the
better the result will be. Estimated frequency – 1 to 4 times per month. This allows
significantly postpone the next time of removing and reapplying wax.
 In case of highly soiled floor it is recommended to clean the floor with 10-yleispesu or Exa1
2001 water-based solution before spray-cleaning, preferably with a combi-washer.

Warning: acidic cleaners are prohibited to use in view to avoid the destruction of the
surface layer of terrazzo.
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